Abstract: An algorithm is proposed for the simulation of pure SU(N) lattice gauge theories based on Genetic Algorithms(GAs). Main difference between GAs and Metropolis methods(MPs) is that GAs treat a population of points at once, while MPs treat only one point in the searching space. This provides GAs with information about the assortment as well as the fitness of the evolution function and producing a better solution. We apply GAs to SU(2) pure gauge theory on a 2 dimensional lattice and show the results are consistent with those by MPs and Heatbath methods(HBs). Thermalization speed of GAs is especially faster than the simple MPs
I. INTRODUCTION
Genetic Algorithm is based upon the theory of evolution. The study of GAs originates with John Holland [1] in the mid-1970s. Since the mid-1980s GAs have been explored how to use in a various fields of applied sciences and industrial technology for optimizations (ex. Traveling Salesman problem) stochastic search (ex. Pattern matching) and learning system (ex. Neural Network).
GA is defined as a computer simulation in which by a change of generations with selections and multiplications depending on the fitness value of the evaluation of a population of virtual organisms on computer, better genetics of a previous generations tends to be passed on its offspring. Here selection means the survival of the fittest, while multiplications are the processes in that organisms multiply.
GAs work best in the following situations [4]:
1. Potential solutions can be represented in a way which exposes components of solutions, and 2. operators to mutate and hybridize these representations are available.
GAs have two advantage points that updating process need neither any local data nor global data and that the fitness is only evaluated after updating process is guided to a good solution in a searching space.
In lattice gauge field theory, an individual in GAs corresponds to a whole lattice and each field variables corresponds to chromosome. The evaluation function is the normal lattice action.
Main procedures of GAs are selection, multiplication, mutation and crossover.
Among them, mutation is the same idea as updating process of Metropolis method, but MPs use mutation alone. HBs and MPs treat only one lattice configuration, whereas GAs can treat a various number of lattice configurations.
We applied GAs to pure SU(2) gauge theory in 2-dimensions, explored various schemes and examined its effectiveness in the simplest way. Our results show the distinctive features of GAs which lead to the fast thermalization. The short calculation time are accomplished by the encoding configurations on a lattice.
Even if individuals are systems including fermion fields which bring the difficulty of the non-local logarithmic determinants, GAs might be able to simulate without particular difficulty.
II. GENETIC ALGORITHMS FOR SU(N)
The success of GAs strongly depends on how to map the concrete representations toward the abstract searching space in which operators move through.
Since integer is faster than real operation , the information of field configurations are encoded to integer values of which bit patterns are treated as chromosome.
After encoding procedures, the current genomes are recombined and produce new genomes which might be able to produce next offsprings. Among the schemes at the recombination stage, we have two kinds of mutation schemes with ensure ergodicity.
If all the 1 bits in the particular position of genome are eliminated, a 1 bit will eventually reappear there by the mutation for genome. Therefore the coverage of the whole searching space are ensured by the mutation for the source of information of configurations.
GAs' procedures, crossover and mutation, tend to make candidate solutions to climb hills and escape from the local minima, i.e. GAs are global search compared with MPs. After global search by GAs, the local search by Metropolis methods become effective for identifying the true minima of solutions. At this stage the solution are already converged around the best solutions and a local search do not break down them. This method is called Hybrid GAs.
Our combination scheme of two kind of mutations means not only the satisfaction of ergodicity but also our algorithm is Hybrid Genetic Algorithm. It has been known that Hybrid GAs are good at Traveling Salesman Problem [3] .
A flowchart of a Hybrid GA for SU(N) is given as 
where f i is the raw fitness value of i'th genome,f is the mean, and σ is the standard deviation with some integer k and some constants a, b and c.
In Sigma Scaling, genomes with fitness value lower than c × σ are treated as fatal ones.
The selection is based on the survival of the fittest. We use two schemes of Crossover. One is Uniform Crossover in which a child genome is created with its own genetics that consists of genetics passed from one of parents with some probability p and those from another one with the probability 1 − p. Each genotype is occupied by the genes from parents independently. Another scheme is 2-point Crossover that parents genomes whose forms are not strings but rings are split into 2 parts at two crosspoints chosen at random, and then combined to make a new genome.
The different point between them is that 2-point Crossover might suppress some increase of its action rather than Uniform Crossover. Diversity is to have high probability of a production of an interesting child genome is, however, assured by Uniform
Crossover rather than 2-point Crossover.
The problem which remains and to be expected is how to update the population.
Generally, N children produced from N parents replace all the parents, Then, the next generation becomes totally new. This scheme is called spawning. The diversity of the population depends, however, strongly on the selection of the parents. As Updating Jong introduced a parameter called Generation gap which is the ratio of the number of children to the number of parents in a generation [2] . The scheme called Elitsm might be thought as that it could improve Updating procedure, because replacement of the best individual in a population is forbidden. It must be remarked, however, that it has greater risk to fall into premature convergence than simple spawning and breeding schemes. In the same way, though schemes that replace the oldest/worst one or never replace the best one also might be looked clever way, it yields no improvement to avoid false convergence at all.
The real problem we have is what our goal is. GAs search the space we create, looking for the best solution. In our case, the final goal is a configuration which stay in the thermal equilibrium, so that it is impossible to establish thermal equilibrium state without the detailed balance. It means that our updating scheme have to ensure this constraint. At the updating procedure, we set the accept/reject function between a better parent and a better child. The transition probability P ({φ} child ← {φ} parent )
is generated as P = P A P C where P C ({φ} child ← {φ} parent ) is an arbitrary probability distribution for the proposed change from configurations of a parent to that of a child, and P A is the acceptance probability P A ({φ} child ← {φ} parent ) are given by
Here S is the usual action of SU(N) lattice gauge theories, that is
where U p is the element of SU(N) defined on a plaquette p and β is a coupling constant.
As the usual Metropolis algorithm, P C is corresponding to be uniform, so that there is no bias to create particular configuration.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the simulation results and compare the thermalization of GAs with that of MPs. In our GAs, Linear scaling and Stochastic universal sampling selection scheme are used ,2point crossover scheme is adopted with crossrate by the tolerance of a small β, otherwise a good crossover procedure brings a large decrease of the action. Eventually an average value of action minima with a small β is close to that of Heatbath. Note however that while MPs treat just one lattice,
GAs treats a population size number of lattices at once.
IV. SIMULATION SCHEMES
There is a various way/process of evolution. How to combine them is very im- have not yet optimized GAs procedures enough. Simulation with uniform crossover scheme does not converge fast. It is because this scheme brings the increase of the action caused by the increase of the surface energy that tends to overcome the decrease of the interior energy. The fact suggest that the more effective crossover scheme is needed for the simulation on the higher dimensions.
V. CONCLUSION
We apply GAs to SU(N) lattice gauge theory. The GAs is an extended version of Metropolis method. We present in this paper an experimental result of SU (2) GAs' simulation converges rapidly at the minimum value of HB, especially for large βs. As shown before, for small βs, fluctuations are, however,very hard at every generation step. If taking into account that one generation step corresponds to 128 sweeps of MPs, their fluctuations become milder and acceptable.
We optimized memory size for the simulation with a large population size on a work station. For example, our simulation with 128 population size of 32 · 32 lattice needs a memory size not 128 times but only 8 times as in the usual methods with the same lattice size.
GAs are effective methods particularly for parallel processing. Two ways of parallelization are possible, one is a GAs scheme called migration in that individuals growing up on a island migrate to other island, the other is that a root processor on which selection and updating are carried, distributes genome to child processors.
Both methods are possible because GAs treat all data as global.
We show the possibility and effectiveness of GAs for SU(N) lattice gauge theory 
